The homeostasis of antibodies can be characterized as a balanced production, binding and elimination regulated by an interaction network, which controls B-cell development and selection. Recently we proposed a quantitative model to describe how the concentration and affinity of interacting partners generates a network.
Introduction
In a series of articles we present a generalized quantitative model for the homeostatic function of clonal humoral immune system, mapping antibody-antigen interactions in a virtual physical space. In our model we assumed that the essence of antibody (Ab) homeostasis is the maintenance of a regulated balance between the saturation of B-cell receptors (BCR) by antigen (Ag) and the saturation of antigen by antibodies, thereby controlling B-cell development and antigen fate in the body. Regulated antibody production drives the system of molecules towards a binding equilibrium, which characterizes the nature of immunological recognition. The formation of antibody-antigen complexes (AbAg) is followed by their removal from the body: in this third paper we describe how physical features of antibody binding to targets further expands and modulates the network of antibody interactions empowering the immune system with the control of the rate and mode of molecular degradation and reusal. We shall argue that our quantitative model supplements qualitative molecular approaches to immune function and provides a general physical framework with simple straightforward rules of operation.
Global Antibody Equilibrium
We have defined humoral adaptive immunity as a system where qualitative signals of In turn this provides a means of controlling the rate and efficiency of removal of Ag from the host. Since the constant production of Ab and the continuous presence and appearance of Ag perpetually generates immune complexes, the only way of keeping [AbAg] constant is to remove it from the system. This is achieved by effector functions coupled to the humoral immune system -the rate, efficiency and quality of removal are key characteristics of and basically define immune responsiveness and responses.
Physical aspects of immune complex formation

Affinity and avidity
Antibody molecules bind to their targets via the paratope: a surface formed by the hypervariable peptide loops responsible for binding. The paratope contacts the epitope, the binding surface of the antigen, and the binding can be characterized by the affinity of the interaction. Multiple identical binding sites of antibodies can simultaneously bind to a multivalent target, carrying multiple identical epitopes. Recognition of a target with repetitive patterns is therefore promoted by placing several binding sites onto an antibody. Each site can bind to the paratope adding its affinity, the cumulative binding strength is called avidity. It is important to note that avidity is not a simple mathematical sum of affinities but rather a product of those. IgM, the first antibody produced by a B-cell, is pentameric or hexameric, with ten or twelve paratopes, respectively, allowing a significant shift in avidity upon multiple interactions (Fig.2) . For the sake of consistency we will continue to use the expression apparent affinity as a general term for the characterization of the strength of molecular interactions, along with the use of K D .
In addition to this immunochemical interpretation
, equilibrium can also be approached from the thermodynamic or from the kinetic aspect. Description of immunological effector functions requires an understanding of all of these approaches (Fig.2) .
Kinetics
The association rate constant k on of the interacting molecules along with the dissociation rate constant k off together describe where an equilibrium between free and bound forms is established, defined by the equation
As suggested by the equation the same K D could be the result of very fast and very slow event rates as long as their ratio remains constant. Since association rate constant has an upper limit due to diffusion limits 3 if we assume that k on is similar in the complete range then the rate of association (rate=k on [Ab] [Ag]) will be determined by the concentration of the interacting molecules. High concentrations of interacting Ab and Ag lead to frequent binding events ( Fig.2A,B ; kinetics). We can also assume that low affinity interactions are characterized by fast off rates, which at high concentrations of interactors translate to high frequency on-off reactions. High affinity interactions, on the other hand, are characterized by low dissociation rate constants, and low immune complex concentrations also result in low dissociation rates (rate=k off [AbAg] ), meaning the generation of long-lasting complexes.
Thermodynamics
Spontaneous reactions are accompanied by a decrease of free energy of the reactants 4 .
The relationship between affinity and the change in free energy is given by the equation:
where ∆G stands for free energy change, R is molar gas constant ( R = 8.314 J mol -1 K -1 ), T is thermodynamic temperature in Kelvins and K A is the association rate constant. At constant temperature free energy change is thus proportional to affinity of the interaction. This change of free energy has enthalpic (∆H) and entropic (∆S) components ∆G=∆H-T∆S which can be used to describe the energy landscape of the antibody interaction network 5 .
In the next sections we will keep describing immune complex formation as a function of concentration and free energy change (Fig.2C) , because we will be leaving the range of reversible interactions. One reason for that is the formation of higher order complexes with multiple sites of a single antibody binding ( Fig.2A) or multiple antibodies binding (Fig.2B) , the other reason being the appearance of covalent binding as we shall see in the next sections. general gradual increase of affinity in this order is observed as shown in Figure 3 .
FcR-mediated effector functions
When considering the interactions of immune complexes with cells again we have to take into account not only the affinity but also the avidity of the interactions. Binding to multiple receptors by the same complex will cross-link receptors leading to enhanced signalling and more robust cellular responses. Monovalent engagement leads to homeostatic recycling in contrast to multivalent engagement, which can trigger cell activation via the FcR gamma chain 8,13-15 .
Since we previously separately addressed thymus-independent (TI) and thymus-dependent (TD) antibody production 2 , here we will also discuss effector functions using this categorization. We need to keep in mind however, that these events actually show an overlap and continuity when represented in our molecular interaction space ( Fig.3A and B).
TI responses
In the absence of T-cell derived co-stimulation B cells cannot initiate germinal center formation and cannot increase antibody affinity to target. TI responses therefore operate by taking advantage of avidity increase via multiple interactions, by changing antibody isotype and by adjusting antibody concentration (Fig.3A) . IgM, the isotype displayed first by developing B cells is secreted in pentameric or hexameric form 16 , the monomeric units covalently bound by interchain disulphide bridges or by the J chain 17 23 , suggesting its contribution to TI responses without affinity maturation and somatic hypermutation. In mice direct switching to IgE following TI stimulation was also observed, and low affinity IgE was shown to be protective against anaphylaxis 24 . Effector functions triggered by TI antibody responses can thus range from silent uptake to robust phagocytosis, the response being modulated by immune complex avidity and quality and extent of receptor engagement (Fig.3A) .
TD responses
T cells provide co-stimuli for B cells, enabling affinity maturation and class-switching. TD The majority of human IgE arises from class switched B cells already undergone somatic hypermutation 28 . The affinity of allergen specific IgE in the nano-to picomolar K D range has been found to correlate with cellular effects induced by antigen binding 29 and allergy phenotype has also been related to IgE affinity 30 . Factors promoting receptor cross-linkage, such as increased avidity due to binding to multiple epitopes and relative content of specific to total IgE also enhanced degranulation of basophil granulocytes 31 .
Complement-mediated effector functions
The complement system is a phylogenetically ancient homeostatic system, predating the appearance of adaptive immunity. Accordingly, it can function independent of antibodies but it is also regulating and is regulated by the adaptive immune system 32, 33 . From our point of view an important aspect of complement-mediated immunity is that we can insert the whole system into the same framework as we did with antibodies (Fig.4) . Recognition elements of the system are multivalent promiscuous binders 34 , just as natural IgM. On the other hand, the complement system has numerous receptors and regulators, which are able to fine-tune effector functions 35 . The classical pathway of complement can be initiated by C1q, a hexameric molecule, which binds antibodies as well as numerous self and non-self molecules 36, 37 . The lectin pathway is triggered by mannan-binding lectin, ficolins and other multimeric molecules 38 . Less specific recognition is coupled to avidity effects by allowing multiple binding to repetitive patterns for all these molecules. While adaptive immunity needs time (days) to evolve and adapt to the antigen and tune the response, the complement system proceeds immediately to the next stages under appropriate conditions. Molecules bound to pattern recognition molecules can be swiftly and silently removed without further propagation of the cascade, the best example being the removal of apoptotic debris 39 .
Proteases attached to the recognition molecules can trigger proteolytic cleavage of further complement components, depending on the stability -as reflected by ∆G -of the complex.
Covalent binding of C4b -a general feature of thioester-containing proteins 40 -further stabilizes the complex and provides ligand for other homeostatic receptors like CR3 and CR4 41 . In the absence of inhibitory and regulatory molecules, numerous complement C3 breakdown products are generated, leading to the formation of enzymatically active C3 and C5 convertases (Fig.4) . Cleavage of C3 and C5 also generates fragments with anaphylatoxic properties acting on C3aR and C5aR, recruiting and activating leukocytes.
These substances can trigger the degranulation of basophil, eosinophil granulocytes and mast cells, leading to massive systemic effects 42 . Finally, a membrane-disrupting superstructure (Membrane Attack Complex) may form from the assembled complement components, lysing target cells.
Thus, a sequence of events starting with avidity-mediated binding, assembly of structures with decreasing free energy and more robust cellular effects is observed, exactly as for antibodies, the difference being the lack of affinity and specificity maturation and a much faster flow of events (Fig.4) .
Interpretation of effector functions as degrees of antibody homeostasis
So far we have outlined a scheme wherein antibodies with varying binding affinities possess Examination of the events following Ab binding to Ag using our proposed layers of immunological reactivity reveals that the further we leave behind immunological self the greater the energy of complex formation (Fig.5A ). This is accompanied by a reduction in the number of potential microstates the involved molecules can take up, meaning the complexes becoming more and more rigid, characterized by decreased intrinsic entropy or in other words increased negentropy. Along with this increased negentropy we observe more and more pronounced molecular degradation by enzymatic processes, shifting endocytosis through phagocytosis to exocytosis. Accordingly, silent intracellular events aimed at recycling of molecular material are first replaced by enhanced local clearance activity and further on by systemic inflammatory effects induced by the release of various mediators (Fig.5B) .
Concluding thoughts
In two previous 1,2 and the present papers we have outlined a general scheme for the homeostasis of antibodies. The most important message of these papers is that humoral adaptive immunity can be viewed as a physical system responsible for the recycling of material. The biophysical role of the system is to achieve Global Antibody Equilibrium, a After all, we think that the word immunity is actually somewhat misleading for describing the function of the adaptive immune system, since it comes from the latin "exempt, protected".
The adaptive humoral immune system, owing to its ability of cellular evolution via genetic diversification, is an ingenious physiological molecular balance-keeper of multicellular organisms, a system for the global regulation of all molecules, a continuum of recognition, complex formation and complex removal being present from silent self-maintenance to loud non-self expulsion. It is the qualitative signals of innate immune system, which superimposed on this physiological system render it suitable for protective purposes. It seems that maintenance of self and expulsion of non-self is the very same process, these entities being at the ends of a continuum. Indeed it seems intuitive that molecules that persist for long constitute the organism, while those that do not survive cannot be considered a part of it. Control of the quantity and life-time of molecules and molecular assemblies practically defines an organism -this is achieved by the humoral clonal immune system.
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